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SENSEABLE CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP
Welcome to the Senseable City Lab
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people,
and technologies and investigates
how the ubiquity of digital devices
and the various telecommunication
networks that augment our cities,
are impacting urban living. With an
overall goal of anticipating future
trends, we bring together researchers
from over a dozen academic
disciplines to work on ground
breaking ideas and innovative real–
world demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the Senseable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop.
The workshop seeks to provide
pragmatic, technological solutions
that address a key concern of urban
living. The Senseable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
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This volume is the result of
collaboration between the Senseable
City Lab and the city of Laval in
Canada.
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Laval
Introduction
by Ricardo Álvarez

The city of Laval, Quebec in Canada
is nestled in the Islands of Laval and
Jésus across the Island of Montreal in
the Hochelaga Archipelago located at
the confluence of the Saint Lawrence
and Ottawa rivers. The city itself
is the third largest in the Province
of Quebec with almost 500,000
inhabitants, and while it historically
thought of as an agricultural area,
the fact of the matter is that today
it hosts a diverse, cosmopolitan
and professional community,
which powers an economic engine
comprised of leading enterprises
in the pharmaceutical, biotech
and retail sectors, among others.
Increasingly in the last decade, the
city of Laval aspired to become a
magnet for young professionals in
the tech and digital media industries,
seeking for a place to live and work
within the Montreal Metropolitan
Area.
To this extent the Laval City
Government is currently in the
process of transforming a large
section of the city, preparing it as
a new innovation center for the
knowledge economy. As part of
this effort, the city announced the
Carré Laval project earlier this year.
The project seeks to repurpose a
40 hectare site located in an old
quarry and turn it into a nexus
between the new Biotech center
and the commercial area of the
city. The project is both challenging
and stimulating, since it envisions
creating a carbon-neutral mixed use
development with living, working,
educational and leisure facilities
in an area of the city that is today
severely underutilized. The heart of
the project will be a new park for the
city, a symbol that represents the
repurposing of polluted land back
into nature as a modern take on the

creation of public spaces that blends
nature and technology with a human
centered design within the specific
environment of Laval.
This is the challenge presented to
our students for our workshop goal.
Imagine the “park of the future”
through the creative use of digital
technologies, and use them to create
novel experiences for the citizens
and visitors of Laval, to improve
their quality of life and increase the
attractiveness of Carré Laval as a
magnet for 21st century talent.
This guide showcases their creative
output, in the form of multiple
ideas, each developed as design
briefs. Guanyi Yang for example
envisions a system of A.I. agents and
mixed reality interfaces designed to
provide personal exercise and health
guidance to park users as social
experiences. Zubin Wadia invites
the reader to envision the park as a
locus of collective memories for the
city. He proposes using a state-ofthe-art digital memory system based
on laser-etched glass, alongside a
collection of distributed projectors
and pressurized water to be used
as screens that blend into nature,
all of this, to help people record
and visualize memories across
time. Fostering social integration
for work and collaboration became
the key goal behind Yichen Jia’s
project, where a collection of
digitally enhanced chairs can
respond dynamically to facilitate
collaboration and exchange of ideas
in the park amongst innovation
workers, and also invite incoming
immigrants to participate in the
civic discussions that enhance
their inclusion in the city. Zidon
Huang’s also utilizes park furniture
to promote collaboration, ideation

and design in his iTable proposal. An
inconspicuous park table where a
person may have a quick lunch can
be transformed into a productive
spot, using a large e-ink touch surface
display, to create spaces for ideation
and creativity enmeshed within the
natural environments provided by
the park. Meanwhile, Zihui Zhang’s
MinecARft idea seeks to create an
augmented reality powered interface
that gives citizens and visitors a new
tool used to propose and discuss
new ideas for the park and for the
city using spatialized 3D data. Finally,
Zoey Zhu proposes to create social
foodspaces in the park powered by
“smart” open kitchens, which are
interconnected to the farms and
food supply systems in Laval as a
way of providing a social space for
memorable gatherings in the park.
Each proposal is an exploration
performed not in a silo, but rather
in collaboration and consultation
both with their peers as well as
with people from Laval, through a
series of workshops and discussions
conducted online throughout the
Spring semester. These proved to be
invaluable for this work, and were
immensely helpful for our students
in fleshing out their ideas and
receiving critical feedback for their
improvement. We are greatly thankful
to the Laval city team in making
these meetings possible, and with all
of their support in making this work
happen. We hope the ideas included
in this guide triggers a creative,
thought provoking conversation
within different stakeholders and the
general population in Laval. One that
ultimately helps the city achieve its
potential as a key innovation hub for
the 21st century, and as a great place
to call home in the decades to come.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND
In a park, we usually notice people
sitting on a rock, walking along a
path, or doing yoga on the grass.
These observations inspire this
project, aiming at discovering the
hidden potential of the park. Physical
elements of park such as benches,
lawns and paths invite people to
interact, to become physically active
and trigger their creative behaviors.
Using technology to augment those
basic elements new meanings and
can be provided.

Canada. Yet, this health issue could
be helped by social behaviors.
Moreover, exercising in public spaces
not only directly tackles obesity but
serves as a bond to bring people
together. The Carré Laval, being about
to host a swamp of innovative talents
and various social community group,
has the potential to become a pilot
site as a health initiator.

The rising rate of obesity, decreasing
sense of belonging, and the drop in
percentage of people’s physically
active are among the top health
issues facing the local communities;
as shown by data from Statistics
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Bottom Left: Top three health issues among young
people in Laval.
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Top Right: People behave spontaneously and
creatively gather around park elements. Photo:
pinterest.com, alamy.com
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Bottom Right: Park elements have the potential to
be endowed with new meaning and trigger social
interaction. Photo: play60playon.com, landezine.
com, tripadvisor.com
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CONCEPTUAL SHIFT

Jogging
10min
Anaerobic

Cycling
15min

Virtual coach

Mental health

Benchmark

Obesity

Path Indicator

Physical

Problem

Aerobic
Surface

Cycling Maching

Yoga

Cardio
20min

Weight lifting
Running Machine

Online training
Health tracker

Jogging
10min

Gym

Health
Initiator
Opportunity

Social Engagement
Lifestyle promoting

Participation platform

Jogging
20min

Warm up
5min

Gym

Digital

Inactivity

Park

Park

ACTIVATING SURFACE
Combining the opportunity that
we have observed and an emerging
health issue, a question arises: why
people exercise in a gym rather than
in a park? Is it because of the lack of
coaching and guidance? Is it because
people do not know to exercise in
the apparently unfurnished space
provided by the park? The Activating
Surface project is providing the
answers.
Activating surface is a system to
promote a public active lifestyle,
which consists of a serious of
physical devices and digital services.
Interactive feedbacks such as

ephemeral holographs or lights are
to be embedded in all sorts of park
facilities. A virtual exercise coach and
a route planning engine facilitate

strong identity. Activating surface has
the potential to provide an unique
identity.

“Why exercising in a gym
when you have a park?”
space exploration and social
interaction, while exercising.
The Carré Laval, as a future furnace
of creative talents, should have a

Left: A Park out-win a gym in many aspects,
because of its open and flexible layout. Photo:
pinterest.com
Right: Activating surface is a health initiator and
consist in both physical and the digital elements.
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Stretch
10min
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
After the user registers a profile, the
system will generate a customized
fitness plan consisting in different
exercises that make use of
affordances provided by the park. The
type and distribution of the exercises
are based on both a recommended
workload and the distribution of
people who shares similar interests.
Once the user enters the park, no
matter whether they are warming
up by the lake or doing stretches
in a forest, the interaction with
the system moves from the app to
interactive feedbacks (holographic
projection, light and sounds)
embedded into the environement.

There are three ways of interaction:
First, a virtual coach avatar will show
up as an hologram and it will present
the sequence of exercises the user
has been assigned to.
Second, interactive guidance is
provided throughout the park via
light sequences embedded in the
ground or seating surfaces; providing
coaching and guiding the user
from exercise to exercise and from
location to location.
Third, visual feedbacks can also show
the percentage of goal completion,
such as how much distance the user
has run.

The Activating Surface also aims
at supporting social interaction in
two ways: with acquaintances, and
among families. To elaborate further
on these concepts we have created a
number of scenarios.

Left: Three ways of interacting with the system,
from left to right: animation streamline,
interactive game, path following and benchmark.

Right: A journey map displaying how the exercise
sequence is distributed in the park based on user
preferences and the physical environment.
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SCENARIO: ACTIVE INDIVIDUAL
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SCENARIOS DESCRIPTION
To foster social interaction among
both peers and new acquittances,
the Activating Surface system can
support collective activities and
group events. When some event
is hosted, a virtual coach avatar
appears in the center of the lawn.
For individuals that are not physically
active or a new in the park, the virtual
coach acts as a live demonstration.
Also, more instructions can pop
up along the way embedded with
the physical environment. These
interactive stimuli are scattered
around the park, embedded
in elements of the physical
environment (light poles, benches,

etc). The furniture are designed for
flexible usage, so that active and
inactive individuals can coexist.
Besides two peers could have
different exercise preferences, they
can also exercise together, because
the system will match their stamina
and allow them to exercise on the
same spot. The system also takes
into consideration the activities that
might benefit of a (human) partner
to be performed at its best; such as
stretching exercises. Competition and
gamification are always embedded in
the exercise dynamics.
Regarding interaction among
families, they can either consist

in activities designed for parentchildren bonding, or they can consist
in exercises performed with their
peers or other family members
located at a close distance.

Left: Three ways of interaction that this project
aims to tackle. From left to right: individual,
among acquaintances, among families.

1: Two individuals doing yoga in a forest.
2: A group of people participating pilate classes in
the middle of the lawn.
3: An individual with workout knowledge doing
planking on a bench.

1
2 3
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SCENARIO: INACTIVE INDIVIDUAL
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SCENARIO: AMONG ACQUAINTANCES
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1: A inactive person seeing other people using the
system as live demonstration.

1: Two acquaintances engaging in an exercise
competition.

2: A slight variation of the furniture allow active
and inactive person to coexist in the same area.

2: Two friends helping each other workout.

3: The system provide more guidance and
appraisal to encourage newbies.

3: Two friends doing group workout.

1

1

2 3

2 3
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MOBILE INTERFACE

SCENARIO: AMONG FAMILIES

1 Set your goal

from different training plans and
subscription and to customize those
base on personal preferences.

2 Meet your coach

Daily Goal
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The Activating Surface mobile app
helps the user to setup a profile and
track their progresses. First, the user
sets up their profile and define their
own goal. A virtual coach then greets
the new user. Following, the app
allows the user to explore the profiles
of other users (who have granted
permission to the system), choose

3 Explore the community

Hi, I am Surfy,
your all-day personal
coach....
Weight lifter

Runner

Boxer

Calories Consumption

Exercise Time

Exercise Time

1: A mother and a daughter play games supported
by interactive feedbacks embedded in the
pavements, while a holographic screen is keeping
the score.

4 Choose your plan

5 Visualize your plan

6 Agreement

2: A installation inviting various social groups to
stay together.
3: Chairs allowing people to sit and child to play
with at the same time.

Plan A
20min
Cardio

15min
Jogging

5min
Weight
Lifting

15min
Jogging

5min
HIIT

Your identification
information will only be
used to activate the
service, no footage of you
will be stored by the
system.

Plan B
20min
Pilates

1
2 3

Yes, I agree.

Right: User will go through these simple six steps
to start their journey in the park.
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ROUTE PLANNING FOR INDIVIDUALS
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
Activating surface, besides being
an individual experience is also
designed to benefit communities
and ultimately the city of Laval.
This is achieved thanks to the route
planning system. The planning logic
follows the previously described
levels of interaction. In terms of
simply planning the exercise for an
individual, the system will know the
physical distribution of people doing
various kinds of exercises in the
park, and then will allow individuals
with similar exercise patterns and
profiles to share spaces with their
peers. This is achieved by the route
planning algorithm. When the system
is generating exercise routes for

two or more acquaintances, the
system will make sure they will be
in close proximity even if they are
doing different kinds of exercises.
No matter the acquaintances are
doing a collaborative exercise or
not, their locations are distributed
in order to allow them to engage in a
conversation. The route planning for
families enables overlapping of their
social bubbles. The system gives the
flexibility to the families to choose to
either to do group activities or to vary
their combination. By doing so, the
system will maximize the opportunity
for members of different families to
mix while doing exercises.

Left: Physical devices can flexibly pop up out of the
lawn and be customized for various activity.
Right: The route planning logic for individuals
allows people with similar exercise interests to
encounter more peers.
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ROUTE PLANNING FOR ACQUAINTANCE

ROUTE PLANNING FOR FAMILIES
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Left: The route planning logic for acquaintances
allow them to corroboratively accomplish their
goal, and stay together even if they are doing
different exercises.
Right: The route planning logic for families,
encourage them to overlap their social bubbles,
allowing peers from different families to interact.
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ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITY ORGANIZER
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PARK ELEMENT CATALOGUE
LIGHT
Pressure sensor to
detect gesture
accuracy

Light up
when people
approach

EVENT PLANNING

ROUTE PLANNING

ACTIVATING
SURFACE

CARRE
LAVAL

STREAMLINE CONTENT

500

PHYSICAL INSTALLATION

PROFESSIONAL TRAINER

VIDEO GAME COMPANY

GROUND SURFACE

LED light light
up in response
to the level of
goal completion

User pressure sensor
to engage people in
an interactive gaming
experience

FURNITURE DESIGN COMPETITION

Avatar development

Incorporate flexible devices
with furniture
Inform

800
400

Train
Eject when
people are
seating on top

300

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
The role of technology in the project
is to implement the choreography of
interactive feedbacks and manage
the data flow generated by the
users. The interactive feedbacks
are embedded in the spatial
configuration of the park based on
three main components: benches,
light poles, and the pavement.
Regarding data flows, the main
technology applied here is the route
planning system which keep track in
real time of the activity that the users
are engaged to, and their locations.
AI and facial recognition are the main

technology that enable the devices to
recognize users without having them
to interact with their smartphone.
Also, some appliances to shield users
in engaged in activities from weather
elements will be provided. The
exercise planner and virtual coach
will also take into account weather
conditions.
The project also takes into
consideration collaborations with
local institutions. The system will
coordinate with park managers
to plan for usage of different park

spaces and facilities, for example to
plan occupancy when simultaneous
events are arranged in the park.
Moreover, the system can reach out
to local trainers and video company
to produce or streamline contents
and customize the exercise for the
park. It is through engaging the
locals, that the park will fully embed
the identity of the city.

Top Left: The Activating Surface system calls for
collaboration among various local agencies.
Top Right: The catalogue starts to give an
overview of the possible surface in a park to be
activated.
Bottom Right: A list of technology that is involved.
Photo: mirror.co, analyticsinsight.net
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BENCH
Inform

Route Planning Algorithm
Training Streamline
GPS

LIGHT
Depth
Sensing
Camera
Activate

Route Planning Algorithm
Training Streamline
GPS

People
Approaching

NFC
Reader

Depth
Sensing
Camera

LED light

Light Up

USER

Sound
level
sensor

Goal Match
Identity
Completion
Indication

FlexCD Ejection/
Switchable glass On

NFC
Reader

LED light

Training
Instruction

Personal
Device

Light Up
Sound
level
sensor

Goal
Completion
Indication

Personal
Device

Light Up

Light Up

Training
Instruction

SEATING

Training
Instruction

Activate

People
Approaching

Light Up

USER

Activate

Match
Identity

LIGHT

FlexCD Ejection/
Switchable glass On

Light Up

Embedded LED
Embedded LED

Training
Instruction

SEATING

Path Indication

Path Indication

Training
Indication

Sensor
Sensor

Training
Indication

GROUND

Incoming Data

GROUND

Incoming Data

Interaction Trigger

Interaction Trigger

A map for spatialized data flow, signifying how
people’s approaching and identity matching
triggers different level reaction from the three
types of park element.
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Park elements are divided into four
classes in this catalogue. The seating
facilities might have the backrest
and seating surface augmented
for content display. Light poles
arranged linearly along the path
can be used for path indication and
progress display. The pavement
and the steps can give instructions
about how to perform an exercise.
Other facilities such as bike rack and
equipment station are also taken into
consideration.

DATA FLOW

Activate
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Guanyi Wang is a second-year
student in Master of Landscape
Architecture at Harvard Graduate
School of Design, with a bachelor
background in urban planning that
is acquired from Tianjin University.
Standing at the intersection of the
two curriculums, not only does she
excel at developing program strategy
in public space, but at doing design
projects among various scales. Her
academic interest lies in explore how
the capture and representation of
site data inform people’s decision
making at both the individual and
community level.

Infinite Memories
by Zubin Rustom Wadia

SENSEABLE CITY LAB, MIT
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GUANYI WANG
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INFINITE MEMORIES

Infinite Memories is a concept
designed to foster familiarity and
closeness between the diverse
communities present in Laval. We
know that memories are deeply
personal, deeply familiar to specific
cultures, and deeply resonant with
the people who understand their
contexts.
Memories are also getting
increasingly fleeting, being
captured on a variety of mediums,
in increasingly sophisticated forms
like AR and VR. Thus, we were
compelled to ask: can we use parks
to create and share beautiful and

enduring memories for Laval? Can we
help foster greater understanding
of cultures and norms between
communities? Can we bring a sense of
occasion and novelty to consuming a
memory, for individuals and groups?
The natural question then was, what

structures. The next question was,
how do we encode information into
clear quartz glass? That’s where
Microsoft Research’s novel Project
Silica comes in. With Project Silica,
researchers at Microsoft have
successfully been encoding DVD

Can we use parks to create
and share beautiful and
enduring memories for Laval?
			
would be the ideal medium for a
memory that lived into infinity?
Glass was the natural answer. Quartz
glass is strong, resistant to crosscontamination, and works beautifully
with light to create compelling

LASER ETCH POD
10MBit/sec write rate
dual lasers
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Located in downtown Laval, the new
park at Le Carré Laval furthers the
city’s ambition to become a worldclass attractor of diverse talent.
This exciting project is a canvas
for demonstrating the avant-garde
creativity Laval wants to be known
for.

MEMORY CAPTURE KIOSK
Be there, to share

GLASS MEMORY TOKENS
One to keep, one to contribute

Marcel Duchamp
movies into panes of quartz glass the
size of a coaster. Project Silica uses
green femtosecond lasers to create
tiny etches into the glass at various
depths and sizes. These etches
represent an encoding scheme, which
are used to store memories.

Left: Quartz glass is a strong, pure, enduring
and versatile medium of expression. Now it
is a memory medium too. Photo: adobestock.
com
Right and Bottom Right: A truly ‘I was there’
experience, with memories created at the
park, and memento to keep, forever.

PICK TOKEN
available token
lights when you
are near

PLACE TOKEN
LEDs guide you to
an available slot
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PERSONAL INTERACTIONS
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This is the story of Edouard and Chantal, and their multi-generational
relationship with a park that holds their most precious memories into
infinity.

1

PICK TOKEN
Edouard wants to surprise
his wife, Chantal. He learns of
Infinite Memories. He visits the
park to pick a token.

2

RECORD MEMORY
Edouard uploads a memory at
the kiosk, then gets two tokens
created at the Laser Etch Pod one to keep, one to contribute.

3

PLACE TOKEN
Edouard places his token in a
designated spot on the Podium
of Memories. He receives a QR
code and confirmation on his
smartphone.

4

VIEW MEMORY
Edouard brings Chantal to
the park, and shows her the
memory at one of the viewing
platforms.

5

SHARE MEMORY
Twenty-four years later,
Edouard’s son, Sam, returns
to the park and shares the
memory with his son.

6

RELIVE MEMORY
Thirty-seven years later,
Edouard and Chantal still visit
the park and occasionally take
a trip down memory lane.

41
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URBAN INTERACTIONS
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Seamless integration with the Le Carré Laval site enables visitors
to enjoy sculptural elements, personal memories and community
memories in concert with all the benefits a park brings already.

RECLAIMED QUARRY WALL
used to project community
memories and promote
civic engagement

VIEWING PLATFORMS
play back personal
memories

PODIUM OF MEMORIES
underlit LED arrays change color
to support user experience and
thematic display

LASER ETCH PODS
preloaded with memory
tokens

43

Infinite Memories can be initialized
with very few resources and then
expanded in a modular fashion to
more locations at the park or even
other locations in Laval.
At minimum, one Laser Etch Pod
is needed, containing a green
femtosecond laser, a robotic cassette
loading mechanism for the tokens,
and a simple pod user interface to
assist visitors with the process.
The quartz glass tokens themselves
are low cost, especially with volume
orders. The goal is for them to
have a “gum stick” form factor,
approximately 0.5cm thick, 11cm
tall and 4cm width. Laval may opt
to etch their logo into each token to
add a touch of customization to the
token. Digital watermarks may also
be etched into the tokens to verify
authenticity.
We also need a ‘Podium of Memories’,
a simple interactive structure that
holds memories for the people of
Laval. This can be a static structure
with some preset glass token
points for placement. LED lighting
underneath the token would steer
the user into picking and placing
tokens in the correct place.
We will need one memory upload
kiosk, which would accept memories
from people, either pre-recorded or
made in the park itself. We could also
scope this, to being geolocated to
Laval only, allowing the memories
created to be specific to the city.
We will have algorithmic filtering
enabled, to detect unsavory
content and have that be flagged
automatically. The Laval community
will also be involved in reviewing
memories to make sure no violence
or divisive content is posted.

44

PERSONAL VIEWING PLATFORMS

We anticipate that these Infinite
Memories will need to be classified
and tagged in unique collections
that can be enjoyed by visitors
from Laval and around the world.
Geotagging, use of social graphs to
recommend videos of friends and
family, in addition to using AI to
create derivative works using style
transfer techniques will continue to
attract people to viewing and sharing
memories.
We anticipate that the city of Laval
will want to also use this platform
to engage the community. The
token concept can be extended
in a multitude of ways. Creating
metaphorical Easter Egg hunts across
the park for hidden tokens with clues
in them.
Furthermore, the deliberate friction
we add to the process of sharing a
memory ensure that the questions
Laval asks to the people will be
deeply considered before a response
is shared. It is much easier to fire off a
less considered response through the
smartphone.
To enjoy a memory, people will
have at least two options. Personal
memories can be enjoyed on Viewing
Platforms distributed throughout
the park. These viewing platforms
are designed to leverage flowing
water as a symbol of time, as a
memory is played. Water is pumped
from below the platform, and flows
down through a series of microjects
arrayed at the top of the viewing
platform’s screen.
Backing this waterfall is a silver
silk screen, which will accept the
projected image from an ultra-short
throw projector embedded into the
platform. An ultra-short throw system

can easily project a 4K image from as
little as a foot away from the screen.
The Optoma CinemaX series system
we are recommending will need to be
winterized, and measures will have
to be taken to cover the lens during
adverse weather.
Community memories, enjoyed by
the people of Laval will be projected
either onto the reclaimed quarry
walls or even onto surrounding
building structures, using powerful
projection systems strategically
located in the park. This is very
useful for sharing important
events, commemorations, and
other memories the people of Laval
consider consuming together.
In keeping with the ‘Infinite’ part in
its name, the concept is also designed
to evolve with future trends. Laval
will have the flexibility to continually
evolve the structures that hold the
glass tokens, and display them in
other innovative ways. Laval can
be as creative as they wish with the
structure, even evolving it every year
to represent a new theme.
The laser etching pods will also
evolve, with faster writes, and more
efficient encoding schemes. The only
components that need to remain are
the glass tokens and the memories
contained within them.

CIRCULATING WATERFALL PANEL
water pumped from below
silk-screen for improved contrast
water stops flowing in Winter

ULTRA-SHORT THROW PROJECTOR
Winterized Optoma CinemaX P1 4K

QR CODE SCAN POD
Smartphone scan

COMMUNITY MEMORIES

RECLAIMED QUARRY WALL
used to project community
memories

BUILDING FACADE PROJECTION
another option for projecting
community memories
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Zubin is an engineer, product creator,
and startup entrepreneur. He has
built over 100 technology products
and services for government, public
safety, healthcare, banking and
insurance use-cases.

FORA
by Yichen Jia

His work has been recognized by
Apple, Gartner, Oxford, City of New
York, USA Today, Inc., Entrepreneur,
and TechCrunch. He is an ultramarathon swimmer, with one
attempt at the English Channel so far.
He is graduating in May 2020 with
an MBA from MIT Sloan. Infinite
Memories is dedicated to my wife,
Kelly.
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Laval As an Immigrant City
Just as many other cities in Canada,
immigrants take essential parts in
the development of Laval. In Laval,
107,620 immigrants make up 33.3%
of its population. Those immigrants
come from various regions and
different cultures, each having its
own means and platforms to form
bonding within the community.
Those communities and groups
are critical for new immigrants to
navigate within the new environment
while having a sense of belonging.
However, platforms for exchanging
ideas and mutual understanding
between each cultural group are also
extremely important, especially for
cities like Laval.
Laval has been attracting new
immigrants at a stable rate for
the past years. At the same time,
according to the survey conducted
by City of Laval in 2016, 25.8% of its
young population (15 - 24 age group)
intend to move away within 5 years,
which is significantly higher than
the national average of 8.7%. By
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providing them means to engage in
civic discussions and make decisions
for the development of the city
collectively, they will feel more
attached emotionally to the city of
Laval.

which means that not everyone has
equal chances to be presented by the
digital technologies. On the other
hand, buildings such as city halls
are constructed dedicating to such
activities. However, they are usually

Public space is the foundation of
healthy citizenship.
Park As a Public Space
“Public space is the foundation for
healthy citizenship”. Squares and
parks have been traditionally used
as places for civic engagements and
exchange of ideas by citizens. Such
activities, however, have largely
migrated to virtual spaces now,
which has many potential problems.
According to studies, social media
filters the information people are
receiving so that their opinions
become more extreme versions of
what they would already be. There
is also the notion of digital divide,

associated with a more formal format
of civic engagement. In addition, city
hall is not a universal concept that
exists across all cultures, which could
be intimidating for new immigrants.
In contrast, parks seem to be a
more inclusive place, where people
break their social bubble and meet
strangers in a relatively relaxing
environment.

Photo by Briana Tozour on Unsplash

Design Goal
The design goal of this project is to
bring civic discussions and exchange
of ideas back to the park, which could
more inclusive and promotes face-toface communication.

From left to right: Photo by Michael Baccin on Unsplash | Photo by Annie Spratt on Unsplash | Photo by Fabien Jolicoeur on Unsplash
A town hall meeting in West Hartford, Connecticut by Sage Ross (Source: Wikipedia)
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The task flow of the proposed
interaction system is composed of
a digital component and a tangible
component. While off-site, users
mainly interact with the digital
interface while, a website to organize
events to address issues of public
concern. On-site, they interact with a
tangible interface: a set of interactive
and augmented outdoor furniture.
On the digital interface, users are
encouraged to enter topics for
civic conversations they want to
discuss, and vote for topics they are
interested in discussing. Twentyfour hours before the scheduled
time, people will see the three most

popular topics that are voted by the
Laval community collectively as well
as their color code so that the topics
could be identified inside the park:
the interactive furniture will light up
in the same color.
In addition to organizing discussions
around civic concerns, the system
could also be used to organize
lectures and workshops, which would
be a good platform for the nearby
startup community such as Biotech
City. Events for skill exchange as well
as cultural exchange could also be
organized by the system.
Tangible interface is composed of

outdoor chairs and side tables with
sensors, color-changing materials
including LED lights, as well as a
bubble-blowing mechanism. They are
designed to be dragged around easily
by users to form conversation groups
of various formats.

Top: User flow of the FORA system, which is
composed of a digital component and a tangible
component
Right: Mockup of FORA’s digital interface
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Start the Conversation

Visualize the Conversation

Sustain the Conversation
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During the scheduled event time,
people would be able to find
the conversation group they are
interested in based on the color code
of the side tables. Once they sit down
on a chair, the chair will be activated
to change its color to the color code
of the topic.

A bubble-blowing mechanism is
embedded in the system. Once the
chair detects human voice, bubbles
will be activated. And it is used to
visualize the amount of speech given
by each person. As a result it would
be easy to see whether someone is
talking too much or someone is not
talking.

The bubbles serve as a subtle hint to
suggest whether the conversation
is well balanced between different
persons within the same groups.
If someone is talking too much
constantly and the bubble is proven
to be not enough as a signal, the chair
will change color again or blink to
warn its user.

SCG LAVAL / L3 / FORA
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During the events, a real-time data
visualization will be created on the
web page to visualize the activities
and discussions that are happening.
With a visual language that is similar
to bubbles, such visualizations
showcase the number of participants,
clusters of groups, and everyone’s
input amount. That information
provides the city and event
organizers with direct feedback,
which could be used as reference
when they are planning events in the
future. Moreover, such visualization
is also an effective means to attract
more people to go to the park and
engage in the events, since people
attract people. Since different types
of events could be organized through
the system, the event type is reflected
in the visualization through various
configurations.

While the system is designed to
collect information on the happening
of the discussions and other types
of events, all data being recorded
corresponds to the states of chairs
and side tables, including their
locations, activations (detected
through pressure), and conversation
inputs (through vibration). Through
this design no personal information
could be tracked, which makes the
park a safe space to discuss even
sensitive topics.
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Adaptive To Different Weathers

campfire-like experience, which could
be placed to attract people to come
and sit around it during cold seasons.
In response to the frequent rainy
days, each chair has an umbrella
attached on the top of its back, which
will turn the seats into a mini shelter
during rainy days.
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Similar to other cities in the same
latitude, Laval has a relatively long
and cold winter. It has an average
temperature below zero Celsius from
November to March of the next year.
Laval also has significant amounts
of rainfall during the year, even for
the driest month. Therefore, it is
crucial to design the system in a way
that is adaptive to different weather
conditions. In response to the long

and severe winter, heaters and
radiators are embedded in the chairs
and the side tables respectively.
Headers embedded in the chair will
only be activated when it detects
human weights. Its direct contact
with the human body also makes
it one of the most energy-efficient
methods to heat up the human body
without heating up the environment.
The radiators placed around the side
tables turn the side tables into a
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Architecture
The system employs a typical internet
of things (IoT) architecture. The chairs
and side tables are the tangible
interfaces of the system. They are
connected to the central server
through WiFi, receiving data from a
backend to display the right color,
and sending data including their
locations as well as activations to the
backend server. Those data, on the
other hand, is displayed on the digital
interface, the FORA website.
Design of the Chair and Side Table
The design of the chairs and side
tables run through two iterations.
The first version is adaptable from
foldable beach chairs, which is
light-weighted. The second iteration
is more robust. Both designs have a
modular system with all the electrical
parts embedded in one component,
which would be removed or replaced
for maintenance. While that happens

the rest parts could still function as
normal chairs. Both designs have
wheels attached at the two back
legs, so that the chairs would move
around easily.
Conductive Wireless Charging
Conductive charging technology is
used for charging the chairs and side
tables. A station is set up and the
furniture will start charging once
they are placed on to the station.
Lights or color-changing material on
the chair will indicate the level of the
battery or progress of charging.

Color-Changing Material
Besides LED lights, some other
technologies to be considered for
color-changing part of the chair are
Illumination electrochromic clothing,
which changes color when electrical
current is applied, Photochromic
dyes, which changes color when
placed under certain lights, as well
as fluidic interfaces, in which colored
ink is flowing through pre-made
materials with channels inside and
reacting to outside forces such as
pressing, stretching, or folding.
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Yichen Jia is a master student in the
SMArchS Design and Computation
Group at MIT, pursuing a dual degree
in Computer Science. She has a
Bachelor of Architecture degree and
a minor in Information Science from
Cornell University. Her interests lie in
the intersection between the physical
built environment and the digital
world.

iTable

by Zidong Huang

SENSEABLE CITY LAB, MIT
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The city of Laval values the
innovation spirit, and has a great
number of high-tech companies.
According to official statistics, there
are about 450 high technology
companies in the city of Laval
which are involved in aerospace,
life-sciences and ICTs industries;
providing about 12,400 jobs for the
entire city.
One of the city’s future goals is to
further enhance the city’s innovative
atmosphere and to convert the Carré
Laval, which is at the very center of
the technology companies, into a
nexus of creative discussion and idea
generation.
However, idea generation is not
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an easy process. It requires proper
facilitation to bring people into a
creative ‘mode’ in which inspirations
could more likely spark. It’s necessary
for the Carré Laval to provide this
kind of facilities for ideation to
adress its strategy to become an

and time pressure often prevent
us from generating ideas from
innovative perspectives. While we are
in our leisure time, there are usually
no productivity tools to help us catch
a flash of wit.

iTable is a great assistant when
inspirations come to you
ideation nexus.
A lot of modes we experience in our
daily life are not suitable for good
ideation processes. For example,
when we are at work, a fixed mindset

Carré Laval, as an important city
park in the near future, has a great
potential to bring people into
this mode if proper facilitations
could be created combining its
beautiful natural environment with
technology. iTable is proposed to seek
to merge a low but effective degree
productivity into the leisure nature
of this park to help visitors, especially
those from near high-tech companies,
to get into the semi-productive mode.
It’s designed to be identical to a
normal table when not activated, but
an embedded electronic ink board
can provide essential assistance for
the early stage of ideation when it’s
activated.

High-tech Companies Around Carré Laval

Fixed Mindset

Unproductive

Semi-productive

Ideation Efficiency
Ideation Efficiency Graphic

Leisure

Laval’s High Technology Industry Components

There is a high chance that
inspirations comes when we are in a
semi-productive mode, in which we
are relaxed and free from the office
pressure, but at the same time our
stream of thoughts are still running
subconsciously to a certain degree.
For example, when we temporarily
stop our work and walk to the park
for an outdoor lunch, we are probably
in this kind of mode.

Work
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Turn On

Turn Off

Flip Surface

Collaboration

Write

Draw

Copy

Drag

Highlight

Hierarchy

Social

Essential Functions On

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
The core experience design logic
of iTable is to achieve a balance
between the formal work mode and
the complete leisure mode. Users are
not feeling compelled to work, but
at the same time they are also aware
that they have a choice to work on
an idea in a very simple and intuitive
way.

When the users want to do start an
ideation session, they could touch
the button on the table stand to flip
the surface to the e-ink board side.
At the same time, multiple pens will
be ejected from the stand as well.
Users can easily grab one of the pens
and start to write and sketch their
thoughts.

A key design element of iTable is a
reversible table surface with a nonfunctional surface on one side and
the electronic ink board on the other.
It will remain identical to a normal
park table when the non-functional
side is up, ready for visitors’ common
uses: rest, talk, picnic, etc.

The table provides limited but
essential functions for the early
stage of ideation - writing, sketching,
dragging, copying, highlighting
and multilevel listing - to make
the ideation as casual as possible,
because the intent is to subtly keep
users in the semi-productive mode.

The end goal for the table is to help
users catch some raw thoughts.
Further idea development and
refinement are not supposed to be
supported by iTable, but they can be
supported with other computer tools.
After finishing some simple doodling,
the table provide an instant transfer
of the board content to users’
phones.
The table also provide a collaboration
potential: multiple iTables can be
synchronized, allowing multiple
teams to work on the same ideas. This
function is designed to encourage
more participants to join the creative
process.

Rotate Surface
for Display

Instant Transfer
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Beyond the personal scale, iTable is
embedded with design intentions
to positively affect the park and its
broader surrounding areas. It helps
create a feedback loop to change the
user behavior in the park, as well as
the atmosphere of the whole area.
Firstly, all the user data of each table
- usage time, frequency, location,
etc. - could be collected anonymously.
With simple parse, it’s then possible
to make a public presentation about

User Behavior

how these table are used in the park.
There are various possible forms
of presentation. For example, one
solution could be to set up a large
display at the entrance of the park
to show the visitors and passersby
where are all these creative minds
gathered, and encourage them to
go take a look. This helps the park to
brand itself as the nexus of ideation,
so to attract more similar people to
come and at the same time affect

Collect

Usage Data

their behaviors.
Secondly, the usage data could also
be used to instruct the spatial design
iterations of the park to improve all
the ideation hot spots. More iTables
and other facilities could be added
to these areas to further help the
process go smoothly.

Mapping Display & Park Branding
Welcome to Carré Laval

Welcome to Carré Laval

Laval’s Energetic Idea Hub

Laval’s Energetic Idea Hub

Usage Time
Usage Frequency
Table Location
Collaboration Time
User Return Rate
Different Functions Usage
.........
Your Location

Parse

Go and meet those
creative minds!

Go and meet them!

Want to participate?
That’s even better!
Establish
Mapping Display

Park Branding

Park Design Iteration

Affect

Existing Conditions
Instruct

Park Design Iteration
Affect

Park Design
Improvements
User Feedbacks

Innovative Atmosphere
Identify Hot Spots
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iTable has two technological
components.
The first part is the reversible table
frame with a non-functional surface
and an electronic ink board in each
side. It’s connected to the table
stand by a robust rotatable joint.
The e-ink board is embedded with
a WiFi modem for file transfer. This
part mainly facilitates the ideation
process.
The second part is a single leg
stand, with the board switches on
it and multiple retractable pens
inside. In order to protect the table
from vandalism, two cameras are
embedded on both sides of the stand.

Also, A snow detector is used to
protect the table from snow damages
in the winter.

Vandalism Protection
As an electronic device, it requires
certain protections. The two
embedded cameras have special
protocols to both protect the table
from vandalism, as well as the privacy
of all users and passersby.
When the table does not receive
any damage, all the recordings will
not be accessible to anyone and be
immediately deleted hourly. However,
when damages are detected by
multiple sensors embedded on the

whole table, the recordings of the
period when damage happens will
then become accessible to identify
the vandals.

Snow Protection
Another great threat to the table is
the snow during wintertime. Though
the e-ink board can be designed as
waterproof, the accumulated heavy
snow can still break the surface. This
problem could be solved by adjusting
the table surface to be perpendicular
to the ground. Once the detector
detects snow, it will automatically
adjust the surface, and turn it back as
the snowfall ends.

Vandalism Protection Mechanism
Analyze Time
Stamps

Encrypt

Continuous
Recording

File
Inaccessible

Damage
Detected

Retrieve
Unlock Certain Parts of the
Recording

Snow Protection Mechanism

Normal
Weather

Snow
Detected
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ZIDONG HUANG
Zidong Huang is a master’s student
majoring in Design Studies at
Harvard GSD with an urban planning
and economics background from
Peking University, China. His general
interest is to improve the quality
of urban life by applying digital
technologies. He has conducted a
number of urban research, seeking to
uncover different underlying factors
that have shaped modern citizens’
life experience, and tried to apply
digital technologies in creative ways
to improve the analysis, design and
solution-making process.
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MinecARft
by Zihui Zhang

Photo by Kris Atomic on Unsplash

SENSEABLE CITY LAB, MIT
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The proliferation of smartphones and
ubiquitous Internet access is shifting
the way people live, work, and play. It
also reflect how people use, comprehend, and experience the city along
with their preferences to spend their
spare time.
Urban parks seem like a miniature of
metropolitan cities, the goal of this
project is to transform urban parks
into cyber parks: a digitally mediated
public open space where nature,
society, and cyber-technologies blend
to generate hybrid experiences, opening fresh opportunities for the people
to utilize and enhance the quality of
their urban life. To fully touch on the
urban flexibility context, human and
nature cultures are gradually being
spatialized due to the observation
that people tend to create spaces
through their bodies and behaviors,
discourses, emotive and affective
aspects, as well as through their
mobility trajectories. The recognition of cyber park as the interface
between people, places, and technology further help picture how urban
flexibility will sculpture the future
mediated park.
Parks are now embedded with more
many identities than we used to
know, with hybrid digital-physical experiences that steer to be playful and
artful. Building on the “Smart Citizens in the Hackable City”1 ideas, we
are proposing to utilize interactive
medias for designing urban public
open spaces and to foster social innovation. At the same time, we aim at
connecting urbanity, art and games,
as well as the concepts of active and

passive (responsive) activities as part
of trends towards pervasive and playful urban interaction. Communitybased organizations are essential to
promote life quality for citizens and,
for some of them, helping to meet
their basic needs.

digital boardgame;
- Severe weather conditions in Laval’s
winter days;

“Call For Your Participation To
Design A Park Laval Deserves!”
			

The city of Laval offers various support mechanisms to more than 450
organizations in the following areas:
- Culture
- Recreation
- Sports
- Social development.
To enhance those mechanisms we are
offering a physical and digital craft
journey that uses the park as an interface for both locals and immigrants,
to discover Laval as an innovative
urban city. Using gamification we
expect citizens to play the role of
stakeholders as in a board game;
enables people to take ownership of
their ideas.
The challenges we aim at tackling
with this project are :
- Creating a diversified social environment for this park in Laval
- The flexibility of people creating spaces with their bodies and
behaviors while under the context of
developing a community physical &

1. Smart Citizens in the Hackable City: On the
Datafication, Playfulness, and Making of Urban
Public Spaces Through Digital Art. Michiel de
Lange1(&), Kare Synnes, and Gerald Leindecker.
2. https://www.futureofcities.ox.ac.uk/research/
understanding-the-dynamics-of-urbanflexibility-and-reconstruction/
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Photo by Ignacio Brosa on Unsplash
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There is a range of personal
interactions involved in the process
of a collaborative craft journey.
The design concept builds on the
social environment in Laval: a multicultural society that aims to embrace
the diversity in their community.
We aim to offer a platform that
encourages community engagement
and collaboration. The platform will
be an incentive for people to visit
the park; which will act itself as an
interface to encourage engagement.
This park will become one of the
highlights of Laval; offering the
possibilities and inclusiveness Laval
is advertising.
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Technologies such as AR totems allow
people to provide feedbacks about
how the park might look like; as well
as seeing feedbacks left by other
users.

This platform is meant to increase the
sense of community collaboration;
but also to provide actionable
information and data for city
planning.

There are three significant phases
during this process. First, the user will
be assigned with quests to explore
the park. After the quests, they will
be able to schedule time slots for
crafting. Users can upload their work
to the system after it is done.

The process of crafting new
experiences and services for the park
consists in three activities: quest,
craft and comment.

When people are exploring the park
they will be able to see others’ works
and make comments via an AR app
for their smarphones.
Photo by Sylwia Bartyzel on Unsplash
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Users who have downloaded the
MinecARft app can be assigned
different kinds of quests providing
opportunities for them to explore
the park with the purpose to suggest
new park features or improvements.
There is not much screen time
needed in this process. The intensity
and duration of the quests will vary
according to the basic info the users
have filled our earlier during their
registration.
This system can also pair users that
are willing to have some company
during the quest journey, which
may be an excellent chance to meet
someone. This quest journey mostly
serves as the premise of the craft
journey since this part can allow
those who seldom visit this park have
more sense of this park so that when
they are crafting, they can deliver a
better craft that can actually suit this
park and make sense to the people.
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After the user has completed their
space exploration tasks, they can
design their cyber park services using
their smartphone.
Selecting objects from a catalog of
park furniture can help them coming
up with their own ideas.
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When users are exploring the park
with their MinecARft app on their
phones, they will be able to capture
other users’ crafts in the park.
By commenting on each other’s work,
the system will also be set up as a
sharing platform for people to share
their own sense of the park. And
users can improve their work with
suggestions from the others.
They can also organize an offline
physical meeting to discuss the cyber
park with other players in the C-spots
scattered in the park.
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The dynamics among individuals’
attitudes and drives, collective
practice and exchange, are shaping
future digital cities. This project
aims to offer a concept to illustrate
how an individual perspective
can be made part of a collective
practice of knowledge sharing and
idea exchange. We make use of a
technological system to test out
how collective thinking can provide
a potential for collaboration among
citizens, city officials, and urban
planners and designers; and in turn
strengthen their experiences in the
park.
The opportunity to engage with
Laval’s future will definitely draw
attention to “shared ownership”
issues common of processes of

urbanization, participation culture,
and “the right to the city”.
Since we believe that urban parks
are like a miniature version of the
city, then a cyber park can be a test
field for how future urban cities
better meet the expectations and
the real needs of their dwellers.
“This involves a view of the city as
a commons, a space of perpetual
tension and conflict and at the
same time, a space that allows for
negotiation and collaboration.“
(Foster and Iaione 2016:288)
Understanding the citylife via playing
games may be more comfortable
for non-professionals since Laval or
any other cities in the world now
have playing games as part of their
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cultural repertoire. The playfulness
embedded in the context will allow
people to better participate in this
process of community collaboration,
to help shaping Laval into a humancentered smart city that is both
innovative and playful.

Smart Citizens in the Hackable City: On the
Datafication, Playfulness, and Making of Urban
Public Spaces Through Digital Art, Michiel de
Lange, Kare Synnes, and Gerald Leindecker
C. Smaniotto Costa et al. (Eds.): CyberParks, LNCS
11380, pp. 157–166, 2019.
Foster, S.R., Iaione, C.: The City as a Commons.
Yale Law Policy Rev. 34(2), 280–349 (2016)

Bottom: AV Shuttle system from Airport, S-Bahn
stations and LabCampus.
Copyright Google Maps
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After the user uploads their
craftwork, then the data gathered
within this system can serve as a
planning tool for Laval city planners
and designers who are devoted
to make Laval a more communitybounded and innovative city.
This interface shown in this page
illustrates how the city officials can
catalog and review the crafts the
system is collecting.
They can process the petition status
on this platform while displaying all
the analysis accordingly. With the
AR technique involved, the review
process will be much more direct and
straightforward.

Screen shot from website: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZDSTw0JvHg
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MinecARft provides a system that
can serve as a planning tool to collect
perspectives from citizens, including
them in the design process for the
future of the city.
The system highly encourages users'
engagement , sharing of values, social
participation, and public sentiments.
The C-spot kiosk will give the visitors
of the park a taste of what they can
experience if they fully participate in
the whole process of the designated
journey. The user interface will be
set up on a mirror-like screen, which
can be rotated 360°, allowing users
to see the panoramic views of the
spot they are at. The camera on the
back of the "mirror" will insert the

AR system so that the crafts that
have been uploaded to the server
then processed by the system can
be shown on the interface. They can
see their location on the drop-down
menu, and they can also see other
comments on the crafts that are
being displayed on the screen.
This C-spot also provides a physical
space that can have social functions
when people gather around to
comment on the crafts or share their
opinions about the park they want.
If the visitors are intrigued by this
C-spot so that they'd like to start their
own crafts and then comment on
others' work, they can scan the QR
code on the screen to download the

app for more experiences.
The App not only enables users to
share their craftwork but it also
allows people to explore the park
with many more purposes and the
opportunities for social encounters
with strangers.
Our vision for the MinecARft system
is to became a container, with a
number of devices that can support
this system changing dramatically in
the near future. .

https://lookingglassfactory.com/
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Zihui Zhang is a first-year student
from the landscape architecture
program at the Harvard Graduate
School of Design. She holds a
bachelor’s degree from the Wuhan
University of Technology majoring
in Architecture. Before that, she
had the experiences of research on
Western Culture Connection and
Conflict, Prototypical Import and
Semantic Ontology & Mother Body
Evolution based on the Bund Modern
Church Buildings, and protection and
development of ancient commercial
villages dating back to Ming Dynasty
back in China.

FOODPRINT
by Ziyuan(Zoey) Zhu

Senseable CITY LAB, MIT
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Owning more than 400 years of
agriculture history and 30% of
farmlands, Laval, located in the north
of Montreal, has more than 422,933
people and over 1,830 biotech and
agricultural companies. With the largest industrial park in Quebec, Laval
is not only an ideal place for working
and living richly endowed by nature
but also an innovation hub where the
encouragement and support from
the government bring numerous new
opportunities for new entrepreneurship, ranging from biotech companies to innovative startups. With the
vision to become a world-class attractor of diverse talents and envision a
vibrant innovative atmosphere in the
center of Laval, the city attracts more
and more talents and immigrants
each year. Based on this context, how
might we create an identity for the
new locals and enhance people’s living experience?
From the perspective of Laval’s
agriculture, the project FOODPRINT
leverages a food station equipped
with novel kitchen techniques and
food fresh-keeping system located
in the parks of Carré Laval. Through
the reservation system which collaborates with local farmers and
food providers, people could reserve
“cooking packages” provided by local
producers and book the food station
in advance or register the community
activities period-organize in the park.
This system enlightens the traditional
industry and establishes a bridge
between local food providers and
customers by increasing people’s accessibility to local food and reshape
a new food social relationship. Taking

advantage of analyzing food-related
hashtags and geotags in the existing
social media including Facebook,
Instagram, and twitter, food stations
are designed by categorization of
cuisines based on people’s needs.

could join the food party. Meanwhile,
considering the geographic and
climate environment in Laval, the
station is designed with a heated
system and specific shape to satisfy
the needs in harsh weather days.

More than a sharing kitchen and food
station, the installation makes use of
novel kitchen techniques including
AI-driven food ingredients recognition, projected recipe instruction,
and automatic smart kitchen which
empower people to finish complicated dishes with family, friends or
even strangers sharing the same food
tastes together in the shortest time.
Provided by local producers, the raw
food material such as vegetables,
fruits, and meat will be pre-processed
according to customers’ needs and
delivered to the station on the same
day.

The development of kitchen technology empowers people to cook food
more easily and more efficiently.
Among these innovations AR systems
that help people to learn cooking in
a nutshell, AI’s suggestions provided
to optimize the cooking process and
new techniques to make specific
cuisines. With a recipe suggestion
system, the food station enables
people to order ingredients from
local farmers based on recommendation and their real needs. From an
urban level, in partnership with local
business and biotech companies
focusing on the food industry, the

Food social
becomes a new fashion.
On a personal scale, individuals, families, and communities can reserve the
food station using digital platform at
least one day before their appointment date. A community event with
more than 10 attendants could register and finish the application process
on the platform. An individual could
choose either to book an open-mode
kitchen, which other people with personal verification from the community could join in, or a private-mode
kitchen where only invited people

digital platform creates a more transparent B2C tunnel to support local
small farm businesses and enhance
people’s accessibility to local food. In
the near future, the local government
and food business will use the data
collected by the foodprint system
to improve the food and agriculture
quality and optimize their product
and service based on people’s real
dairy needs.
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a public space that provide you with the freshest
local food.

a family gather place
located in the park.

a open community
kitchen for food lovers
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“A platform that connects
the city through food and
agriculture.”
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
Zooming into the personal level,
Foodprint creates a system that
bridges the local agriculture and food
producers with people through a digital platform and physical food station network. With personal devices,
users could reserve the pre-prepared
food package provided by local food
producers and the food stations.
There are three reservation options
for users to choose, the individual
mode is offered for family gathering
and parties based on need. Community mode is designed for small
gatherings (under 10 people), and It

empowers people to organize small
community activities with the hobby
groups. The third mode, events mode
was open to the public, the events
organizer, normally NGOs, food producers, and farmers could create the
events on the digital platform and
invite people to register and attend
it. When users start to reserve and
organize an event, such as a 6-people
family gathering, initially, they will
sign in the app and choose the recipe
they want to cook. Then the recommended food package will be shown
for users to select. In the next step,

users could reserve the food station
with location, date, and duration. The
in-station experience has two-part,
with their digital devices, users could
unlock the food station. When they
finish take out their pre-prepared
food package, the cooking guidance
will be shown on their device (or projected in the station). Following the
instruction and recipe, it is possible
to cook with no difficulty.

Left: Scenario story board: what is foodprint system?
Right: User flow of using foodprint reservation system
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Stakeholder
Stakeholders consists of
farmers, food entrepreneurs,
government administration
as well as residents, they
are expected to be engaged
in Footprint them as food
providers, consumers as well
as infrastructure maintainer.
Farmers and entrepreneurs
will provide food service
directly to individuals under
the supervision of the government.

Supply Chain
With the digital platform, the
food could be preserved and
transported by consumers
directly from farmland to
the station. The processing
of food will happen in a food
factory and the storage warehouse maintain the freshness
of the ingredients. The preprepared food package could
also be found in some local
retail to satisfy the dailybased needs of locals.

User Flow
Normally, the restaurant
prepared food in advance
to enhance the efficiency
of cooking. To enhance the
experience for people to use
the station, smooth user
flow is established from preprepared fresh food packages
to smart cooking tools. Considering the impact of food
station on the environment,
the waste collection system is
also involved in the system.

Program
Three modes of the reservation will be provided to users
to organize food-related
activities in the food station.
For individual programs,
users will use voice/facial recognition to unlock the station
and the food delivery box. For
group events, the members
of the community will be
provided with the common
codes. With personal devices,
the events can be registered
in advance.

Food Community
Through the digital platform
and physical interaction, people can find their interested
food social groups and buy
the food package together in
the next purchase. Regular
community open events will
also be organized regularly
based on needs. The goal is
to use food common interest
to connect people, as well as
support local agriculture and
food business.
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An innovative food supply
system that envisions the
future of agriculture in
Laval.
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adjust their food supplement. By taking advantage of a cloud database,
Foodprint creates a database for
local food businesses to collaborate
and provide the freshest food directly
to targeted customers. Matching the
selected and customized recipes with
the local ingredients, the analysis
of data will guide farmers and food
providers to adapt to the current
market demand.

As an island of 246km2, Laval is inhabited by over 420,000 residents. The
geographic location of Laval makes it
unique and its climate and topography offer one of the best agriculture
potential and 30% of Laval’s territory is distributed to the agriculture
zone. With more than 187 food and
agriculture industry, Laval has giant
potential to develop its agriculture
and food industry to attract more
companies and investment to the
novel technology districts. Foodprint,
a programmatic system that harnesses digital platform and physical
food station prototype first launched
in Carré Laval to connect food providers with consumers, tries to provide
innovative solutions to render such
questions from urban perspective:
how might we provide a fresh local
supplement to locals in a more efficient way to reduce food waste? How
can we improve the identification of
the district by advocate a new way of
eating and food social? Will the food
station bring new opportunities for
recreation, retail and food-related industry in Laval? Can this transparent
platform relieve the food insecurity
issue(1/8 people suffer from food
security issues in Laval)?

Not only can the system benefit
the local food suppliers in terms of
lowering the cost and providing more
precise agriculture planting solutions, but also, but the data-driven
platform will also enhance the accessibility of users too much cheaper
and fresher pre-prepared food and

To create a more efficient food
supply chain and support local food
business, the digital platform that
generates a B2C, and B2B mode offers
local food business more flexibility to

provides them with more choices by
reducing the cost of transportation
and food waste on the retail side. The
data collected by platform, including
uploaded recipes, consumer’s needs,
and the top popular ingredient, food
providers could propose different
methods to improve their yields
based on users’ real needs.
From a social level, Foodprint also reduces the time and cost people spend
in the traditional food social scenarios such as going to a restaurant,
preparing a meal as well as calling a
food delivery. The entire experience
chain, consisting of pre-prepared
food packages, food reservation
system and food cooking guidance
improve people’s experience in the
way of socializing with food and
each part of this system could be
independently conducted to enhance
people’s daily experience with food
from local providers.

cook at home

go to restaurant

Right: Renewed food supply
chain in Footprint

food delivery

social distance

Jumping from a personal level to the
urban scale, Laval’s well-knitted agriculture and food tradition enlighten
the development of an innovative
food supply system. To empower the
local agriculture business and the
food producers, as well as envision a
sustainable, attractive, and innovative food system in Laval, Foodprint
create a connection between food
providers and customer.
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use foodprint

Bottom: Evolution of the way
people social with food

Convinience
Prepare Time
Time Consuming
Social Distance between people
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By combining frontend physical cooking station equipped with multi-function cooking techniques and backend
cloud database, which collect
customized recipes and use machine
learning algorithms for matching
local ingredients providers, Footprint
empowers both personal and social
interaction with agriculture and food.
Among the technology, components
are cross-modal embeddings, multifunction cooking system as well as a
path optimization algorithm.
Based on the multi-function cooking
system, the food station combines
several cooking techniques including
smart timer temperature control, gas
and electricity efficiency, and induction cooktops. The novel technology
adapted to the odor management

system offers users with novel and
easy-to-handle cooking experience. From the blender to the food
processor, the cooking assistance
application could provide users with
seamless cooking guidance.
Taking advantage of cross-modal embeddings in food recipe recognition,
the backend of the entire station system will be connected to the personal
device and guide users to operate the
cooking tools in sequence according
to their customized recipes. By uploading cuisine photos or typing the
recipes in the application, a suggested food supplier list will be pushed to
the screen for users to choose the ingredient package and connect them
directly to the local food providers by
sending an order directly to multiple

food producers.
The path optimization algorithm will
be used both in the food delivery and
navigation parts. Two sections of
one order, food package, and station
reservation are interconnected. Once
the order is placed, the message
will be sent to the logistic center to
optimize a path for delivery to pack
the food and send it to the station or
designated places. With biological
recognition(voice recognition and
facial recognition), users can switch
on the station to start the cooking
journey or open the fresh locker box
to pick up their food.
Besides, the food station is designed
with recycled material and ecological
features including a rain collection
system, assembly multi-function
furniture and ecological roof.

Right: Technique Architecture of food station
Bottom: Details and technology in the Food
Station Cooking Session
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